REACH YOUR
PRODUCTIVITY
AND SAFETY GOALS

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR TRUCKS AND TIRES
WITH PROVEN SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS.

TAP INTO THE POWER
OF PROVEN SUCCESS
Michelin Consulting & Services has helped mining sites around the globe find their peak
performance through custom consultation, expert analysis and proven, innovative tools.
When you gain insight into your operations, you can increase productivity and safety,
reduce downtime and cut costs.

DEDICATED

EXPERT

Collaborate with proven technicians,
analysts and on-site experts

Turn your operations data into
customized, results-oriented
recommendations

TEAM

STATE-OF-THE-ART

MEASUREMENT
TOOLS
Access expansive data capture
capabilities and class-leading
hardware and software

ANALYSIS

INDUSTRY

KNOWLEDGE

Put the power of unparalleled industry
expertise in safety, productivity and
maintenance to work

DISCOVER THE BEST STRATEGIES TO

INCREASE SAFETY &
IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

Our team can work with your operations to find
customized solutions that can add value to your mine.

SITE SAFETY &
PRODUCTIVITY
SEMINARS

AUDITS, STUDIES
& ANALYSES
Find new ways to extract more value from your tires
and equipment through tire safety audits, application
analyses (such as TKPH, Site Severity, Heat Studies,
etc.) and payload weight and volume studies.

From road design to operator awareness to tire
loading and rotation best practices, Michelin can
customize seminars for all team members, drivers
or tire management and maintenance personnel to
improve safety and maximize your current assets.

PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENTS
Michelin can help you unlock your next level of
performance by discovering your tires’ contributions
to productivity, minimizing tire-related downtime and
creating a predictive model to manage your tires.

DATA-DRIVEN INSIGHTS FOR

ACTIONABLE
STRATEGIES

Take advantage of tire management software, cloudbased tire management and powerful tire and usage
measurement tools to increase productivity and
profitability—all customized to your operations.

Your Michelin team is backed by a network within
Michelin of data scientists, tire and usage data
and best practices, and our R&D research center
in France.
They are supported by the most innovative tools
in the industry to help you get the most out of your
tires and equipment.

EXPERT ANALYSIS TO
OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONS
Michelin Consulting & Services has helped companies around the world unlock
their true productivity.
Here are just a few examples:

Predicted tire consumption for future mining conditions
Performed weight studies to help increase load and productivity
Validated new fleet equipment in operating conditions
Reduced downtime through optimized tire rotation policy

FIND YOUR
PEAK PERFORMANCE
Michelin Consulting & Services is ready to help your operations answer the tough questions,
unearth your most productive opportunities and find new ways to improve productivity.

What are your main challenges to meet your productivity objectives?
Did you know that Michelin can assist your mine by improving your tire
management program to reduce your fleet downtime?
What if you could measure productivity performance across multiple mines
or compare cycles and conditions in a single mine site?

Let’s work together to find
your customized solutions and
add value to your operations.
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